
Umpires Signals

Scoring a match really isn’t as tricky 
as some make it look! This leaflet is 
designed to allow anyone without 
any prior knowledge of the game to 
successfully score a match. A scorer 
is a vital part of the game as 
unfortunately the umpires can’t 
keep track of everything and 
somet imes even the p layers 
themse lves w i l l s t rugg le to 
remember the score. The following 
guide is a simplification - for full 
details please refer to the MCC’s 
Laws of Cricket! The terms used in 
this guide follow the Laws in using 
the term batsman regardless of the 
gender of the player.
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no ball Either the bowler or the 

fielding side have made an error

Out The batsman has lost their 

wicket

Wide ball The bowler has bowled 

the ball too far from the batsman

boundary four The batsman has 

hit the ball over the boundary after 

bouncing (arm moves from side to side)

boundary six The batsman has hit 

the ball over the boundary without it 

bouncing scoring six runs

bye Runs have been scored but the 

ball didn’t hit the bat. If the umpire 

raises and taps his leg it is a leg bye  

meaning the ball hit the batsman’s leg

short run The batsman did not 

complete a run fully

dead ball Play has been stopped 

temporarily

revoke last signalIgnore the 

previous signal

scorers marks


Wide ball

Wide ball plus one bye 

extra runs are marked with dots 

around the cross

no ball

2

leg byes

no ball + 2 runs

byes (runs scored are 

illustrated in the same way as for 

a no ball)  

no ball + 2 byes

wicket

dot ball (no runs scored)  

W
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Cricket 101 - Runs are scored when either batsmen 

run between the wickets, hit the ball over the 

boundary or the fielding/bowling side give away 

extras.

When scoring a cricket match each delivery must 

be recorded.  Whilst each book displays the 

information in a slightly different way most follow a 

fairly similar pattern.  The essential information is 

recorded in four sections - 1. The bowler  2. The 

batsman 3. The cumulative total. 4. Extras.

Batsman’s Runs

Bowlers

Cumulative Total

Extras (Wides, No 

balls and Byes)

Every delivery is shown in a box alongside the bowlers name. This box is split into six imaginary squares, one for each 

delivery in a correct over. If no run is scored and the delivery was good (i.e. not a no ball or a wide) a dot is placed into 

the bowlers box. This is a maiden over (no runs scored) and will look like this;

If runs are scored, these must be recorded in three separate places. The run must be marked in the bowlers and the 

batsman’s sections and then the runs must be added to the cumulative total. The bowlers record for an over that started 

with a dot, then one run, two runs, three runs, a four then a six would look like this;

Extras (byes, wides and no balls) are recorded in the bowlers section, then the extras section and then added to the 

cumulative total. In most Colts cricket wides and no balls are counted as two runs. In some competitions however more 

traditional scoring is applied where wides and no balls count as one run but then the bowler has to deliver a further ball. 

The umpires will advise this at the start of the match. For a standard Colts game an over where it started with a dot, 

then 2 runs, a wide, 3 runs, a no ball then a wicket would look like this;  

There is usually a myriad of extra things that can be recorded - timings of wickets, which bowler bowled each over etc. 

Whilst these are nice to have, they are secondary to the vital information above! Any signal given by the umpire must be 

acknowledged by the scorer, usually by raising an arm.  As with all aspects of cricket some elements can get rather 

convoluted so please don’t ever feel afraid to ask! There will usually be someone else not too far away either equally 

confused or who remembers being in that situation in the past! The only real way to learn how to score is to try. You’ll 

soon develop your own techniques! Good luck! 
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